25th November, 2016

Dear Parents,

**Year 3 Costume Requirements**

We are looking forward to our Junior School Presentation Evening coming up on Thursday, 8th of December and this year the Year 3 students will be performing to the Christmas Carol 'Silent Night'.

If your child is performing in the Strings group, Choir or receiving an award on the evening they will need to wear their full SUMMER uniform, and bring their performance costume to school in a named bag before the 8th December.

If your child in **NOT** in the Strings Group, Choir or receiving an award, they will need to wear the following clothing to the Presentation Night and will not be required to bring or wear their school uniform.

Performance clothing for both boys and girls.
- **Navy blue or black t.shirt/ shirt or jumper.**
- **Navy blue or black pants/ tracksuit pants or shorts if hot.**

We will be wearing bare feet on stage so it does not matter what shoes are worn. We would request that the navy or black clothes do not have any labels, pictures or decals on them. If you are unable to find any plain clothes we may be able to turn them inside out.

Dark clothes are necessary due to the use of black lights, which make pictures etc. glow in the dark which will spoil the affect of our performance.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact your homeroom teacher.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Chambers, Lisa Johnson and Debbie Riddle

Year 3 Teachers